IEEE Newsletter: February

MIT IEEE/ACM is MIT's student branch of the International Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the Association of Computing Machinery.

Our organization aims to create and support a close community between students and faculty within the EECS department.

Stay updated on all our events through this monthly newsletter!

---

**Recent Events**

**Big/Little Coffee Dates**

This month, IEEE/ACM Bigs and Littles had the opportunity to meet up for coffee dates, catch up with one another, and chat about classes and plans for the semester!

---

**Upcoming Events**

**Freshmen Pset Matching**

Open to all freshmen taking any Course 6 class this semester! Find a pset buddy to study together (or just to just socialize with!) in your classes by filling out the form [HERE](#) by next Friday, March 4th!

There will be a $10/person budget reimbursed by IEEE/ACM for all matched freshmen!

**Bucket Hats!**

Purchase a Course 6 bucket hat with this awesome design!

Orders start on Feb. 28, so keep an eye out for the email with info on how to order one!